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Good morning…  I want to begin by thanking our hosts, Dr Logsdon & the 
Elliott School of International Affairs, for offering this forum for us to 
discuss a little publicized, but extremely critical international issue: weapons 
in space.  I don’t think it has dawned on us yet – but this issue is likely to 
change the nature of political-military doctrine every bit as much as – if not 
more than – nuclear weapons did more than 50 years ago.  It behooves us to 
put attention on this issue…. 
 
To that end and roughly 2 years ago, Dr Richard Garwin and I fashioned a 
Council on Foreign Relations’ Study Group to focus on the Role for Space 
Weapons. Dan Goldin, x-NASA Director, was of Chairman & many of you 
attended… 
 
With over 60 members of the Study Group from across political, military, 
industrial, NGO, and academic communities, and 40 or more in attendance 
at each day-long session, we addressed the issue in 3 phases: 
 
At the 1st Study Group session, we took an objective look at the motivators 
of US space weapons – with a variety of guest speakers from Space 
Command and the military doctrine schools. 
 
The 2nd Study Group session filtered those motivations and space weapon 
concepts with assessments of  

o technical feasibility, 
o appropriateness, 



o unintended consequences, and 
o opportunity costs. 

Finally, the 3rd Study Group session focused on alternatives: diplomatic, as 
well as technical and operational. 

 
Open forums followed each Study Group sessions.  The intent there was 
more expository.  The forums were held at the National Defense University, 
AF SPACE Command – with General Lord, and on Capitol Hill.  
 
We’ve published some of our findings in the Astropolitics Journal and have 
work in preparation for International Security and IEEE.  We’re also 
finalizing a manuscript for CFR bokk release early next year.   
 
Given the time constraints here, I’ll just offer a few of the key findings…. 
 
1st, we found over the course of the Study that it is extremely important to 
lay a common foundation of terms… 
 
Simply put……….. 
 

A space weapon is that which is designed with destructive intent  
      to be used in a terrestrial-to-space, space-to-space, or space-to- 
      terrestrial capacity.  

Hence, all ASATs are space weapons.  Traditional ICBMs 
are not space weapons. 

 
In addition to basic definitions, we also developed a “threat continuum” 
based upon space weapon deployments.  
 
In this depiction, the right-most column specifies US deployed activity in 
space……..  aligned to the left with perceived levels of threat posed to 
foreign nations.    
 
Of note, we found 

o unilateral pursuits more threatening than multi-lateral 
interaction,  

o permanently orbiting systems more threatening than pop-
up CONOPS, and 

o space-to-earth strike more threatening than earth-to-space 
or space-to-space capable systems 



 
Also, space-based Comms, navigation, weather satellitess, 
Intelligence/Surveillance/Reconnaissance and Mapping/Charting/Geodesy 
are military force enhancement capabilities and not weapons. These are 
termed space-militarization but not space weaponization.  Given this 
continuum and set of definitions, we can make the clear statement that space 
is currently militarized, but not weaponized. 
 
These definitions and continuums are not matters of “right” or “wrong”, they 
simply offer a common ground from which the issue can be clearly 
articulated, that is… 
 

Given that space is currently militarized and not weaponized,  
     can the United States reasonably expect to form a secure  
     international environment on the frontiers of space, without weapons? 
 

This is a much different question than posed by the title of this session:  
 

“Implications of a U.S. Goal of Space Dominance: Are Space Weapons 
Required?” 

  
An interesting distinction, as I would answer “Yes” to each – and believe I 
could substantiate those claims quite well!   

• A US goal of a secure international space environment - without 
weapons?  YES. 

• A US goal to dominate the space environment at a time of its 
choosing – space weapons a must? YES. 

 
This highlights the real underlying issue: it’s not a question of space 
weapons or not, it’s deciding who we are going to be as Americans in space 
and establishing goals consistent with that.   
 
Debating space weapons is debating the symptom of the problem…  the 
underlying source of the problem is that we can’t agree upon our goal.  It’s 
apparent in our own schizophrenic policy and doctrinal statements that call 
for both “the peaceful use of space for the benefit of all mankind” and 
unilateral space control and space dominance. 
 
 



The balance of the debate is credible on both sides, and our CFR Study 
Group did examine both the drivers and repercussions of space 
weaponization. 
 
The drivers, that is… – what has led the United States to consider the 
prospects of space weapons at this point in time…include 

• defense of expanding commercial interests 
• offer of prestige and diplomatic leverage 
• security of force enhancement edge (“militarization”), and of 

course 
• the assumed goal of space control/dominance to include 

offensive potential, particularly for time-critical targets in 
denied areas……. 

 
Our CFR Study Group also examined the repercussions of weaponization… 
–what have we to risk by being first to weaponize space? 

 
And we found………………the posturing of weapons in space will 

extend and expose our space-based military force enhancement Center of 
Gravity. My years in the space intelligence community have only reinforced 
this notion of vulnerability: space weapons equate to more static / vulnerable 
targets, posing a larger threat from space, and no doubt voiding existent 
diplomatic protection of National Technical Means. From a weakened and 
more vulnerable position, we would simultaneously posture space forces that 
invite pre-emption and escalation as evidenced in one wargame after 
another.  And this in regionally and globally more diplomatically unstable 
environments created by the posturing of space weapons in the first place.  
Furthermore, adversaries will be encouraged to focus effort on lesser-
expensive asymmetric approaches against a Space Superpower.  Simply put, 
we would posture ourselves as a target in a volatile context that we create, 
and weaken ourselves at the same time.  Space-based weapons at this point 
in time – simply a bad idea. 

 
In the balance, I’d prefer to get back to the original notion of U.S. goals 

in space….  Once we decide upon the ends, the pursuit of means will be 
more obvious.  Are we a nation aspiring to secure the international 
environment of space, or wholly dominate it?   

 
 
 



Here’s my “take”: 
I do not believe our unilateral approach to control all of space is 

consistent with American Constitutional principles.  This nation was 
established in response to an over-reaching empire, and once that freedom 
was won, our founding fathers established a system of governance that 
guaranteed no governing power would go unchecked.   I find it somewhat 
ironic that our same nation now seeks to over-reach and control all of space 
with unchecked power.  The governance embodied in our Constitution calls 
for a particular approach.  Imagine what each of these terms would imply as 
we consider the prospect of space weapons – a US approach that is Unity-
enhancing, Justice-enabling, Tranquility-ensuring, Defense-providing, 
General Welfare-promoting, and Liberty-securing.  These principles – what 
we stand for as Americans – ought to dictate our goals in space, yet they are 
difficult to discern in our somewhat brazen unilateral approach to space 
dominance. 

 
Our goal must not be to dominate space, but to secure this inherently 
international environment…  Toward that end…  ….    I believe the current 
somewhat aggressive and certainly unilateral US position on space posture 
only preserves unattractive military options, and at the same time strangles 
diplomatic options to build collective measures.   
 
And hence my conclusion on US Space Posture… 
 
  Based upon principle and humble strength, the United States 

should lead a multilateral approach to space: eventually resulting in a 
new Outer Space Treaty that ensures a future we would like to create 
– one free of weapons and armed conflict To, In, Through, and From 
space.  Simultaneous with this approach, the US could continue to 
develop both multilateral and unilateral hedging strategies. 

 
I’d offer the following suggestions if we are to consider this path… 
 

o Temper the rhetoric in publicly available doctrine – While rightly 
intended for military preparedness purposes, in this Internet-connected 
world, the fact is that our Space Doctrine has been perceived as an 
overtly threatening defacto statement of US policy toward dominating 
the globe. 

o Re-assess US objectives, and strongly consider multilateral 
involvement – for instance, if the real NMD objective is to counter a 



few missile attacks of a rogue, and not to challenge the strategic 
deterrence of major powers, we could consider including those major 
powers in such developments. 

o Consider less-threatening approaches, such as GBL and pop-up 
Space-plane type CONOPs…and again, do so in a multi-lateral 
context 

o While pursuing R&D, and Concept Development, we need to resist 
the logical next steps of testing and deployment,  

o Make a unilateral commitment of good faith to not be first to test or 
deploy weapons in space 

o Set the goal of a new Out Space Treaty to forever ban space 
weaponization, and move forward  toward that end 

o …and, take the diplomatic value of Space Weapons to the State 
Department as a potential bartering tool to 

o secure space for peaceful purposes, 
o break open the 3-4 year stalemate at the Geneva Conference on 

Disarmament, and 
o solidify a world coalition behind the advancement of human 

liberty and social justice. 
While this approach marginally constrains military options now, it 
significantly maintains and even opens US – multilateral diplomatic options.  
And should the diplomatic value of Space Weapon concepts not barter well, 
we can also consider testing and deployments later….  But should we test or 
deploy them now, it would be near impossible to put that genie back in the 
bottle. 
 
I’ll close with 2 quotes 
 
“In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted 
influence, whether sough or unsought, by the military-industrial complex.  The potential 
for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.”  

 

“America’s leadership and prestige depend, not merely upon our unmatched material 
progress, riches, and military strength, but on how we use our power in the interest of 
world peace and human betterment.” 

 – GEN D. Eisenhower, 5-stars 

Farwell Address, 17 Jan. 1961 

Thank you…. 


